Abstract. We examine in this paper to what extent at domains containing a`bottom' element, domain constructions such as Plotkin's, and special orderings such as the Egli-Milner ordering or the Smyth ordering can be eschewed (i.e., replaced, respectively, by sets, powersets and the subset relation) in the denotational de nition of the relational semantics of (possibly in nitely) nondeterministic sequential programs.
Then K is monotonic with respect to v EM , and the least xpoint of K describes the semantics DO . Similar constructions apply traditionally if only partial correctness semantics or only total correctness semantics { rather than full semantics, as above { are to be considered, leading to Hoare and Smyth powerdomains (cf. appendix A). Mathematically and intuitively, this approach is ne, but sthetically, we would argue that it has some weak points:
(1) The assumption that nondeterminism is nite is already built into the definition of P(Z ? ). A typical in nitely nondeterministic command is x :=?, setting x to any integer value greater or equal to zero. The set of nal states is then in nite but does not contain ?, and hence is not a member of P(Z ? ). (2) We would like to interpret the arti cial state ? as`error' or as`nontermination'. However, it is then counterintuitive to view commands such as, for example, skip, to be executable in this state. Also, even for terminating programs p, the calculation of p involves the error state ?; this indicates that, at least, the ? state should be interpreted more widely. (3) Functions p : Z ? !P(Z ? ) { which can alternatively be viewed as relations p (Z ? Z ? ) { are not the`leanest' objects describing the input/output behaviour of p. It is shown in 6] that p can be replaced by a`smaller' relation m(p) (Z Z ? ); this gets rid of the possibility of starting a command in the error state. Moreover, two`even smaller' relations m 1 (p) Z Z and m 2 (p) Z Z can be derived from m(c) such that neither is equivalent with m(c) (but both together are), and such that m 1 (p) is the exact formal equivalent of Hoare's (original) proof rules 13], and thus captures partial correctness semantics, and m 2 (p) is the exact equivalent of Dijkstra's wp semantics 9], and thus captures total correctness semantics. (4) We consider using the Egli-Milner ordering { or any other ordering which is nonstandard in terms of set theory{ to be fully justi ed only if more standard partial orderings (such as plain subset inclusion) demonstrably do not work.
In this paper, we show that set inclusion can be used in almost all cases and that the Egli-Milner ordering is based on a systematic lattice-theoretic principle. These sthetic problems (may) lead to mathematical complications, and it is therefore reasonable to ask whether they can be removed. Such questions have already been discussed in the literature. As to item (1), Hesselink shows in 12] that the Egli-Milner ordering can be generalised in order to encompass in nite nondeterminism, but it is not discussed whether ? can be avoided. As to item (3), in 10] Doornbos has argued that ? can be avoided in special cases, but no operational or other general formal justi cations have been given. In this paper, we proceed as follows. First, in section 2, we introduce the three relations m(p), m 1 (p) and m 2 (p) operationally as the smallest ways of capturing the, respectively, full, partial correctness, and total correctness relational semantics of sequential nondeterministic programs. In section 3, we ask (and answer) the question whether there are other ways of de ning m(p), m 1 (p) and m 2 (p) by denotational means, using a minimum amount of non-standard set-theoretic domain constructions. The main result of this paper is that, indeed, there are such ways. More precisely, we show that: { The relations m 1 (p) and m 2 (p) can be de ned purely set-theoretically, and moreover, by resorting only to standard complete lattices rather than any more general domains.
{ A similar remark is true for the relation m(p), but the lattice theoretic constructions are slightly more involved.
All of our results hold for programs with arbitrary (including in nite) nondeterminism. Proofs are given in the appendices. In appendix A, we also recall the traditional denotational de nitions of the above three relations using, respectively, the Egli-Milner, the Hoare, and the Smyth orderings. These de nitions rely on well-known powerdomain constructions.
2 Syntax and operational / relational semantics Section 2.1 de nes syntax, section 2.2 contains some of the mathematical notation we use, and sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 give operational de nitions for full, partial and total correctness semantics, respectively.
Syntax and assumptions
We use the following small syntax for programs p (see e.g. 
where m(p)? = fs2Z(p) j (s; ?)2m(p)g (see section 2.2).
The relation m 1 describes`partial correctness semantics'; it simply forgets about nontermination and thus equates, for instance, the two programs skip and (skipor abort). By contrast, m 2 describes`total correctness semantics'; it con- We proceed in a di erent order than before, because f m 1 (p) and f m 2 (p) can be treated uniformly and do not need any special nonstandard set-theoretic construction. The situation is slightly di erent for e m(p).
Observe rst that m 1 and m 2 do not involve the error state ?; both are elements of 2 Z Z . Since 2 Z Z is already provided with a canonical partial order, namely , we will investigate this ordering. Thus, we now consider the following function, which should be compared with (1). We consider A(c) and to be parametric and the ordering to be xed:
Here, :B is the set of states for which B evaluates to false and B is the set of states for which B evaluates to true (as said before, we assume that evaluating B does not lead to any error). The operational intuition behind the last line of (3) is that: either B is false and the loop stops with unchanged initial state, or B is true and the body A(c) is executed,`after' (i.e., ) which the same situation is repeated. 
3.2
The operation is associative and monotonic in the second argument (see appendix C). We now specialise equation (3) as follows:
Let f N2 be de ned as e N with this choice. By the above, f N2 is, in its turn, monotonic with respect to , and hence has a unique minimal xpoint. We de ne relation f m 2 (DO) as this least xpoint. The other clauses of f m 2 follow the same de nition as that of m 0 2 . We can now state the rst main result of this paper: Proposition 3.3. f m 2 (p) = m 2 (p) for all programs p.
3.3 In section 3.3, we give three examples which will (hopefully) illustrate why had to be de ned in the above, rather than any other, way. The di erence is that in 1 , the pair (x=?2); (x=2)) is added only when it is absolutely certain that initial state (x=?2) does not lead to nontermination.
Examples
Consider next p 2 = do x<0!(x:=x+1 orskip) od and 2 = 2 f((x=k); (x=0)) j k < 0g 2 = f((x=i); (x=i)) j i 0g: Then 2 is (least) xpoint of f N1 (with respect to p 2 ), and it happens also to be a (non-minimal) xpoint of f N2. Moreover, 2 is (least) xpoint of f N2, but no xpoint of f N1. Thus, m1(p 2 ) = 2 and m2(p 2 ) = 2 . Note how the pair ((x=?1); (x=0)) is added to m1(p 2 ) by the de nition of and by the facts that ((x=?1); (x=0)) is one of the possible executions of the loop's body and ((x=0); (x=0)) is in m1(p 2 ) because the entry condition evaluates to false in state x=0. The de nition of , by contrast, prevents ((x=?1); (x=0)) from being included in the least xpoint of f N2.
Consider p 4 Conclusion
We have shown in sections 3.1 and 3.2 how the relational correspondents of Hoare's (original) proof rules (for partial correctness semantics) and Dijkstra's wp function (for total correctness semantics) can be de ned denotationally without needing to introduce the ? state or using powerset constructions other than provided by set theory. The former should hardly come as a surprise, since the traditional Hoare ordering is the same as subset ordering (see appendix A.2). The latter (and the concomitant result, proposition 3.3) came as more of a surprise to us, since prevailing opinion links total correctness semantics to the Smyth ordering which uses the arti cial ? state (see appendix A.3).
For full relational semantics (section 3.4), we have shown that pure subset or superset orderings are insu cient if is taken as the underlying relational composition, but that it su ces to consider a lattice product of two lattices, one of which uses subset ordering and the other one of which uses superset ordering. In fact, the Egli-Milner ordering can be seen as an abridged form of this ordering. However, because of its simplicity and its systematic connection to an ordering derived from a lattice product, we nd the v more pleasing than the traditional v EM de ned in the introduction (and used in appendix A.1). It remains to be checked whether a relational composition di erent from can be found which makes an analogue of proposition 3.6 true for pure subset or superset orderings. The result of section 3.4, proposition 3.6, is (after the work of Hesselink 12] ) perhaps less surprising than that of section 3.2. Some of the reasoning that we have used to motivate this work has been voiced before. For instance, arguments such as we have made in the introductory section can be found in 4] (pages 128 pp.) and in 10]. The demonic composition has been de ned previously: e.g., implicitly in 5] and explicitly in 14]. In 5, 11], moreover,`functionals' such as f N1 and f N2 are used. In 8], we nd a relational de nition of the loop employing the operator, which, we believe, is not the best choice. Instead of set theoretic ones, this de nition uses various demonic versions of set-theoretic operators in order to construct a domain in which a maximal xpoint can be used. This may lead to complications. For instance, the (very) involved calculation of the maximal xpoint of the example given on page 175 of 8] may be compared with the (continuous) function f N2, coming from the present paper, applied to the same example, which yields stability of approximation after only two steps, using the empty relation as starting point.
A Standard powerdomain constructions
The purpose of this section is to provide Egli-Milner, Hoare and Smyth constructions for, respectively, m(p), m 1 (p) and m 2 (p). We focus on the loop DO = do B ! c od, because this is where xpoints come into play. Our aim is to de ne b m(DO), c m 1 (DO) and c m 2 (DO), such that they equal m(DO), m 1 (DO) and m 2 (DO), respectively. The`standard' denotational semantics of DO, to be recalled in this section, employs the xpoint scheme that has been presented in section 1. However, we will reformulate it in terms of relations, because that is what will make these considerations uniform with those of section 3. Moreover, in the`standard' de nitions, the relational composition that has been a parameter+ in the previous sections (variously called , , etc.) is uniformly the relational composition . This implies that the main variations in the de nitions must be in the domain(s) and its partial orderings. The proofs of the claims in this section are standard, and are therefore omitted. In this section, we specialise equation (5) A. We specialise equation (5) 
A.4 Discussion
In all three cases, the full state space Z ? has been used both for initial and for nal states. The`leaner' relations, which do not allow ? to be an initial state, have been derived a posteriori. The derivation has been particularly noticeable in the case of c m 2 , where the`chaotic' interpretation of failure (yielding Z ? as set of nal states), as described by M 2 , had to be trimmed down to thè operational' interpretation of failure, as described by m 2 (yielding ; as set of nal states). The paper shows in section 3.2 that despite the above use of the Smyth ordering, yielding chaotic interpretation of failure, it is possible to give denotational semantics yielding non-chaotic (and thus operationally more satisfying) interpretation of failure.
